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passer. The one is right ,and the other is wrong. In such circum-
stances the former is entitled to relief. The rule as enunciated in
Societe v. Blount, 51 Fed. Rep. 610, 61 O. G. 1484, is not, as I under-
stand it, the law of this circuit. The injunction has sometimes been
suspended here after final hearing, but only in exceptional cases.
,This is not such a case.
I am convinced that the rights of the public will not suft'er and

that the defendant's employes will not be disturbed if the usual
course is adopted here. The defendant can enamel its goods in any
way it I!!ees fit, and the record shows thnt the ways are numerous,
10 long as it does not use the patented process. That any injury
will result, other than that which generally follows where an injunc-
tion overtakes an infJ;ingement, I cannot believe. The injury here
will not be unusual or' exceptional. A bond will offer little or no in-
demnity. An injunction is the complainant's only available remedy.
I think the case should take the ordinary course.
The motion is denied.

BRIGGS v. CENTRAL ICE CO.
(Clrcu1t Oourt, N. D. New York. Februarr 20. 1893.)

No. 6,028-
PATlIlNTS Fon INvENTIONS-INFRINGEMENT-IcE PLANERS.

In lettel'B patent No. 367,267, granted July 26, 1887, to 10hn N. Briggs,
for in Ice planers, the. claim was as follows: "The combi·
nation With the cutter head and ra.cks,d1rectly attached thereto, ot the
guides for both cutter head and the racks, arranged perpendicularly to
the plane ot the elevator, the pinions mounted on said guides, and enga-
ging in said racks, and the leverB or arms, for operating said pinions,
• • • so tbat the depth ot the cut may be directly and positively regU·
lated by means of the levers." Belel that, in view of the prior state of the
art, this claim must be limited to the precise mechanism described; and
hence the patent is not infringed by a device wherein the cutter head ill
moved, and the depth of the cut regulated, by means of endless cha1nlI
passing over sprocket wheels..
In Equity. Suit by John N. Briggs against the Central Ice Com-

pany to restrain the infringement of a patent. Bill dismissed.
Benjamin F. Lee, for complainant.
Edwin H. Brown and Frank L. Freeman, for defendant.

COXE, District This is an action for the infringement
of letters patent, No. 367,267, granted to John N. Briggs, the com·
plainant, July 26, 1887, for an improvement in apparatus for plan.
ingcakes of ice. It is not a pioneer patent, but t'elates only to im-
provements on the apparatus for which letters patent No. 346,576
were granted to the patentee August 3, 1886, in which a similar ice
planer atta&ed to ,.an ice elevator is described and claimed. The
object of the patent is to facilitate the adjustment of the planing
device described in the prior patent and to render it more effective
in operation. The usual method of elevating ice from the river or
pond to the storing house is by means of an elevator or railway pro-
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vided with endless chains carrying hold bars against which the cakes
of ice are lodged; as the chains move the ice is drawn up the incline.
For various reasons it is expedient that the blocks of ice should be
planed down to a uniform. thickness and grooved to prevent the ice
from freezing into a solid mass in the storage house. It is also advis-
able so to construct the planing device that it can operate upon cakes
of different sizes and remove layers of frozen snow and other impuri·
ties, which often differ in thicknel!ls. It frequently happens that
worthless blocks, or blocks of different thickness, or blocks having a
crust of frozen snow on the top are forced up the incline in close
proximity. Again, it is not an unusual occurrence for ice to be-
come dislodged from the hold bars and slide down the incline with
great velocity, and, if it comes in contact with the planer in its
downward passage, it is liable to destroy the entire machine. For
these reasons it is necessary to elevate and lower the cutter bar
rapidly.
For several years prior to the application for the patent (Novem-

ber 22, 1886,) it had been customary to accomplish these results by
means of ice planers attached to the elevator. These machines
were all provided with cutters and mechanillm for raising and lower-
lng the cutter carrying frame, consisting of pulleys and weights, lev-
ers, screws operated by bevel gearing, or other familiar equivalents
for these old and well-known devices. The prior planers and the
patented planer operate in substantially the same way. The blocks
of ice are forced up the inclined elevator by the endless chains in
the usual manner. The mechanism which holds the chisels or cut-
ters is regulated by the operative in charge. As the ice is drawn
upwards it encounters the cutters which penetrate the cakes to the
required depth, removing any excess of thickness or impurities there-
from. The specification says:
"A little experience will enable the operative in cbarge quickly to deter-

mine at sight the best position for the cutter head during its operation on
the cake of ice, and said cutter head is under such perfect and
positive control of the operative that he can easily maintain it at the posi-
tion where its teeth first enter the cake of lce during tho time required to
effect the planing of said cake."

The only claim involved has reference to the problem of raising
and lowering of the cutter bar by the attendant in charge. It is as
follows:
"(1) The combination, with the cutter head and the racks directly attached

thereto, of the guides for both cutter head and the racks, arranged perpen-
dicularly to the plane of the elevator, the pinions mounted on said guides
and engaging in said racks, and the levers or arms for operating said pinions,
all constructed, substantially as described, so that the depth of the cut may
be directly and positively regulated by means of the levers, as herein speci-
fied."

A claim much broader in scope was originally asked for. The
examiner rejected the broad claim as being anticipated by two
prior patents and suggested a claim in the language quoted. The
complainant acquiesced in this ruling. The defenses are lack of
invention and noninfringement. In considering these questions it
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is wise to keep in mind the precise nature of the patented improve-
ment. The claim, it will be observed, is for a combination having
the following elements: First, the cutter head; second, the racks
directly attached to the cutter head; third, guides, for both the cut-
ter h.ead' and racks arranged perpendicularly to the plane of the ele-
vator;' fourth, pinions mounted on the guides and engaging in the
racks; fifth, levers or arms for operating the pinions. All of these
elements are to be constructed substantially as described, so that the
depth of the, cut may be directly and positively regulated by means
of the levers in the manner specified.
Did it, require an exercise of the inventive faculties to originate

this combination? Ice elevators were concededly old; so were ice
planers, attached to ice elevators,. The knives of ice planers, so

been raised and lowered by mechanisms which are
well-known equivalent! for the apparatus of the claim. Every ele-
ment of the claim, considered separately, was old, and the combina-
tion itself, when considered broadly, was anticipated by several prior
structures. It is unnecessary to enter upon a discussion of the
prior which establish this proposition, for it was ad-
mitted' by the patentee b.i.mBelf when he formally acquiesced in
the disallowance of the broad claim and accepted the narrow claim
of the patent. Royer v. Coupe, 62 O. G. 318, 13 Sup. Ct. Rep. 166.
As favorable a statement as the patentee can expect regarding his
contribution to the art, is that his machine is an improvement upon
prior machines, in this, that his device for raising and lowering the
cutter head operates with greater accuracy, ease and speed. There
can be no pretense that it performs a new function or produces a new
result., It may produce the old result in a better way, but this is all.
It invention resides anywhere in the claim it must be in the sub-
stitution of the racks, pinions and guards for the elevating devices of
the old machines. A rack and pinion has long been recognized as
an equivalent for a lever, a pulley and weight and a screw. As al-
most every other equivalent had previously been used to raise the
cutter carrying device, it is not impossible to imagine that the use
of the rack and pinion might have suggested itself to a mechanio
without any assistance from the prior art. But the patent to But-
terfield, No. 24,076, dated May 17, 1859, shows racks and pinions used
to raise and lower the cutter head of a wood-planing machine. The
specification says:
"A is a sliding, trame. to which Is attached the knife, D. The pinlon, C,

raises or lowers the trame, A, regulating the contact ot the knife, D, with
the lumber to be planed as It passes through the machine over the rollers,
E, E. * * * The knife, D, is adjusted or set by operating the pinion, C,
and raising or the trame, A."

Suppose a person engaged in the business of harvesting ice, who
had been using the Rockland planer, the Smith planer or the Briggs
planer of 1886, had consulted an intelligent mechanic, and, after
explaining to him that the raising and lowering apparatus was de-
fective for the reasons suggested, and after placing in his hands the
Butterfield patent, had asked him to remedy the defects. Would
not the mechanic have seen at a glance that as racks and pinions
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operated successfully to raise and lower the knife in a wood planer,
they would do the same thing in an ice planer? In other words, would
one who took the racks and pinions of Butterfield and utilized them
to elevate and lower the knife of an ice planer be entitled to a
broad monopoly? Manifestly not. Heating Co. v. Burtis, 121 U. S.
286,7 Sup. Ct. Rep. 1034; Derby v. Thompson, 61 O. G. 1950, 13 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 181; Pomace Holder Co. v. Ferguson, 119 U. S. 335, 7 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 332; Fox v. Petkins, 62 O. G. 160.1 Enough has been said
to demonstrate the proposition that the claim, to be sustained, must
be limited to the precise mechanism described, and that, in no cir-
cumstances, can it be held to cover other improvements which adopt
difterent though equivalent devices. See authorities cited in Hill
v. Sawyer, 31 Fed. Rep. 282.
The court does not overlook the argument of popularity with the

public which influenced, if it did not induce, the decision of the
supreme court in favor of the barbed-wire patent. 12 Sup. at. Rep.
443, 143 U. S. 275. The difficulty here is, conceding that the Briggs
planer has been accepted by the public to the exclusion of other
planers, that it is by no means demonstrated that this popularity
is due to the use of the combination of the claim involved in this
suit. The defendant uses an ice planer for which two patents have
oeen granted to George A. Birch, No. 436,492, dated September 16,
1890, and No. 447,000, dated February 24, 1891. The cutter head in
defendant's planer is raised by means of endless chains passing over
sprocket wheels. That these would be considered equivalents of
the racks and pinions of the claim, broadly construed, need not be
disputed. In the same sense they would be equivalents for the lifting
devices of the prior structures. But with the limited construction
made necessary by the prior art it is manifest that the defendant
does not infringe. Indeed, even upon the complainant's theory,
the argument to support infringement, though ingenious, is too
strained and artificial to satisfy one whose only interest in the
matter is to arrive at the truth. It sometimes happens, in patent
litigation, that arguments which, apparently, satisfy the mind of the
complainant's expert that the patent has been infringed, fail to con-
vince the judge who tries the cause. In the defendant's planer
there are no racks directly attached to the cutter head, there are
no guides for both cutter head and racks and there are no pinions
mounted on the guides and engaging in the racks. In short, the
defendant does not infringe, unless a construction so broad as to
invalidate it is placed upon the claim. The bill1s dismissed.

'52 Fed. Rep. 2<Xi.
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SINGER MANUF·G CO. v. BRILL.
Court ot Appeals, Ninth Circuit. April 20, 1892.)

No. 49.
1. PATENTS JOR INVENTIONS-VALIDITy-SEWING-MACHINE TREADLES.

The second claim ot letters patent No. 128,460, issued July 2, 1872, to A.
Brill, tor an improvement in sewing-machine treadles, consisting of a com-
bination with "a driving or11y wheel of adjustable bearings," is void tor
want ot invention, in view ot the prior state of the art.

8. SAME-.A.PPEAL-QUE8TION8 OF FACT. ..
The first claim of the patent covers a combination ot a 6y wheel

having a short projection or axle at the center on one side, and on the other
an arm attached to the wbeel a short distance from the center, with a
crank returning to the center, and a short projection or axle at the end
of the crank; the wheel being held in place by pointed screws passing
respectively through one ot the standards of the machine, and through a
bracket attached to the under side of the table, the screws fitting in
conical sockets In the axle. Held, that the claim is not void upon its face,
although all the elements are old, and that the question whether it pro-
duceda new arid result was a question of fact to be determined by
the jury: and their finding that the claim was valid was not reviewable
on appeal, since it was supported by some legal evidence. Heald v. Rice,
104 U. S.737; Lumber Co. v. Rodgers, 5 Sup. Ct. Rep. 501, 112 U. S. 659;
and l!'ond du Lac Co. v. May, 11 Sup. Ct, Rep. 98, 137 U. S. 395,-distin-
guished.

8. 8AME-.A.PPEAL-INFRINGEMENT,
The question whether the second claim was infringed by a machine made

under letters patent No. 224,710,issned February 17,1880, to Miller & Diehl,
a.';;signorsot the Singer M::anufacturing Company, Was also a question ot
fact for the jury, and their finding. of infringement upon competent evi-
dence was not reviewable on appeal.
In Error to the Circuit Court of the United States for the North-

ern District of California.
At Law. Action by Andrew Brill against the Singer Manufac-

turing Company for infringement of letters patent No. 128,460, issued
July 2, 1872, to complainant, for an improvement in treadles for
sewing machines. The alleged infringing machine was made under
letters patent No. 224,710, issued February 17, 1880, to L. B. Miller
and P. Diehl for band-wheel bearings for sewing machines, and by
them assigned to the Singer Manufacturing Company of New Jer-
ley. There was a verdict and judgment for plaintiff. Defendant
appeals.. Affirmed.
M. A. Wheaton. L M. Kalloch, F. J. Kierce, and F. M. Husted, for

plaintiff in error,
J. J. Scrivner, George W. Schell, and C. W. M. Smith, for defend·

ant in error.
Before McKENNA and GILBERT, Circuit Judges, and

KNOWLES, District Judge.

GILBERT, Circuit Judge. A. Brill brought an action at law
against the Singer Manufacturing Company to recover damages for
infringement of United States letters patent No. 128,460, bearing
date July 2, 1872, for an improvement in sewing-machine treadles.


